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Where next for 
metal prices?

• China slowdown has 
stabilized

• Wisdom of Eurozone
austerity being reconsidered

• US debt ceiling blackmail 
last obstacle to a revival of 
US economy

• Resumption of global growth 
& stabilization of debt not a 
death knell for gold & silver

How long before the market 
accepts that sideways is the 
worst we need to fear for 
precious & base metals in 
the next few years?

?

?





Copper Cost Curve & Supply-Demand Outlook

Becomes Marginal below $2/lb Cu

Marginal

New Discovery Target







Underground Discovery Target

Open Pit Bulk Tonnage Feasibility





How stable will the world be when 
the US is no longer the economic 
and military superpower in 2030?



Gold can serve as an inflation hedge, 
but its more important role is as a 
hedge against long term geopolitical 
uncertainty in a globalized economy.















10-40 yearsMining cash flowProduction9

1-3 yearsBuilding the mineConstruction8

1-3 yearsSecuring approval, negotiate offtake, 
production decision, 8-12% error margin

Permitting, Marketing & 
Feasibility (FS)

7

1-2 yearsProduce a mineable reserve, detailed 
engineering for mining plan and 
associated costs, 15-20% error margin

Prefeasibility (PFS)6

1 yearEvaluating recoveries and optimal 
processing method, initial economic 
analysis with 30%-35% error margin

Preliminary Economic 
Assessment (PEA) & 
Metallurgy

5

1-2 yearsUpgrading resource estimate from 
inferred category

Infill Drilling4

1-2 yearsDefining the limits of a discovery & 
producing initial 43-101 resource estimate

Discovery Delineation3

1-2 yearsFiltering for drill targetsTarget Generation & 
Drilling

2

1 yearConceptual, land acquisitionGrassroots1

Time 
Required

ObjectiveExploration Cycle 
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Mine Exploration & Development Cycle
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• Institutional investors no longer believe in the super-cycle and have 
withdrawn, leaving a vacuum no longer occupied by retail investors.

• Retail investors have not had a chance to recover from the Bre-X Betrayal by 
participating extensively in a similar scale but real discovery play under the 
new 43-101 reporting regime. All discovery exploration plays are lottery 
tickets and the glass is stuck on half empty.

• Retail investors shy away from resource feasibility demonstration plays 
because they lack the valuation skill-set and are reluctant to deal with 
geopolitical and macroeconomic issues. 

• Companies with ounces in the ground or gold production no longer serve as 
a proxy for gold and are instead valued on the basis of cash flow.

• The juniors have been hijacked by pundits pushing an apocalyptic gold bug 
narrative that is useless to gold mines, encourages the purchase of bullion 
or ETF gold, and discourages gambling on fundamental outcomes such as 
new discoveries or the mine feasibility of a deposit.

Why are the Canadian Resource Juniors in this Mess?

Cyclical Issues that may change with time



• The deregulation of commissions has shifted the brokerage industry 
from commission based trade generation to fee based asset 
gathering, eliminating it as a knowledgeable interface between 
companies and retail investors.

• Brokers shun small to medium scale financings except as clip and
flip strategies with onerous commission and bonus warrant terms.

• Brokerage firms still focused on the juniors spend their efforts
floating capital pool and junk project IPOs, which drown the signals 
with unproductive noise.

• Alternative trading systems such as Alpha and Chi fragment the 
order book, undermine the principle of first come first serve trade 
execution, limit the ability of ordinary investors to see complete 
market depth, and make it easier to conduct illegal transactions.

• Dark pools whereby financial institutions cross orders between 
accounts without disclosing the trade disguise the actual level of 
market activity.

Why are the Canadian Resource Juniors in this Mess?

Financial Sector Issues unlikely to Change







• Algorithmic trading (also known as high frequency trading) 
intercepts capital inflows intended as gambles on fundamental 
outcomes. The manufacture of volatility undermines the market as a 
price discovery mechanism, hurting junior company chances to 
finance at higher prices when a project advances.

• Financial media organizations have internal incentive structures and 
measurement systems for market swings created by the implicit, 
arbitrary slant of an apparently balanced article to which “premium”
subscribers have access prior to “free” publication.

• Elimination of the up-tick rule for short selling encourages intra day 
trading strategies where the account finishes with a zero share 
position. The intent to deliver or borrow stock never needs to be 
fulfilled. Through illegal but difficult to detect coordination it is easy 
to manufacture miniature flash crashes in juniors or snuff out rallies 
driven by retail investors responding to fundamentals linked 
expectations.

Why are the Canadian Resource Juniors in this Mess?

Technology Issues difficult to Change





Alternative Trading Systems = Market Fragmentation



• Computerized access to the order book puts traditional abuses on
steroids that are difficult to detect and/or prove: layering, quote 
stuffing, quote manipulation, spoofing, abusive liquidity detection.

• The celebration of a trading culture divorced from company side 
fundamentals has turned the market into an online video game where 
algo warriors battle each other and turn fundamentals based investors 
into roadkill.

• The ambiguity between legitimate inter-algo trading battles and 
abusive strategies aimed at the fundamentals investors, as well as the 
cutting edge proprietary complexity of algorithms, makes it difficult for 
“market participants” to fulfill their mandated gatekeeper role. 

• Algo trading cannot enhance real liquidity in the resource junior 
market because there is no externalized valuation metric that can 
serve as a reference point that allows volatility to swing around an 
equilibrium price as is the case with companies that have revenue.

Why are the Canadian Resource Juniors in this Mess?

Technology Issues difficult to Change



• Companies have high 43-101 disclosure obligations but are 
prohibited from monetarily quantifying a potential outcome so that 
investors can make intelligent risk-reward based decisions.

• The ubiquity of information on the Internet has killed the rumor mill 
as an expectation shaping mechanism in the junior sector.

• Investors lack the skills and tools to visualize potential outcomes on 
the basis of the raw information provided by the juniors. Perversely, 
the more information the weaker the link between market action and 
the fundamentals. All noise and no signal.

• Evaluating resource juniors as “investments” rather than 
speculations on uncertain fundamental outcomes has the insidious
effect of marginalizing this class as a destination for risk capital.

• The $1 million net worth excluding primary residence threshold for 
accredited investor status severely restricts company access to 
retail investors for financing.

Why are the Canadian Resource Juniors in this Mess?

Investor Level Challenges



• The annual cost of running a public company that does nothing approaches 
$200,000; the minimum overhead for a real exploration junior is $500,000 
annually. 662 of 1802 Canadian “resource” sector companies (37%) have less 
than $200,000 working capital as of January 2013. 

• Over 60% of the resource sector is trading below $0.20 where refinancing 
options are very dilutional.

• Capital cost and permitting timelines are so big that projects need an NPV & IRR 
of at least $200 million and 20% to be worth developing.

• Because all stable jurisdictions have been well explored, no “outcropping” low 
hanging fruit remains to be found. Future targets will be “blind” or “under 
cover” and require “geological” drill holes to map the third dimension.

• A serious grassroots project thus needs a minimum $1 million exploration 
commitment before discarding as a failure is justified.

• A junior needs to maintain a minimum $3 million in working capital so that it can 
have plan A, B, and C projects under simultaneous investigation.

• A junior will need to raise $3 million plus to carry on with a project that is not a 
writeoff after the initial $1 million expenditure.

• Investors no longer respond to that former ideal farm-in junior, one with 
management that is technically incompetent yet adept at blowhard promotion.

Why are the Canadian Resource Juniors in this Mess?

Company level challenges



The current situation has turned resource juniors into the 

equivalent of young saplings continually grazed down by a 

foraging trading culture and often trampled so bad they snap at 

the base. This is stifling the junior resource sector as a 

mechanism for raising risk capital for the exploration and 

development of minerals. 

Given that the majors have restricted exploration to minesite

locations, and rely ever more on the junior sector to generate 

projects worthy of resource feasibility demonstration, the crisis 

we face is not just the extinction of the Canadian resource junior 

institution, but the demise of Canada as a global metals and 

minerals exploration and development force. 

Two Crises facing Canada

Goodbye Canadians, Hello Aussies & Chinese?



• 500 resource juniors need to disappear. They can do this by merging or 
delisting. The rollback cycle now in full force is futile because there is 
no after-market for the cheap paper issued to fund a corporate lifestyle 
of pretending to be a resource junior.

• The rest of the serious resource juniors need to migrate to a dedicated 
resource sector “exchange” that is a utility with a listings and 
disclosure enforcement function, and which has a single, transparent 
order book for first come, first serve trade execution.

• Junior resource sector “investing” should be clearly labeled and 
accepted as gambling on an uncertain, real world outcome.

• Algorithmic order book sniffing and trading should be allowed, but each 
order submission should be charged a meaningful fee by the 
“exchange” to force such trading to be more focused on the valuation 
of potential fundamental outcomes than harvesting capital inflows.

• The up-tick rule for short selling should be reinstated.

• The rules allowing “retail” investors to participate in non-brokered 
private placements must be loosened.

Some Solutions to the Problem



• The resource sector gambling audience must be empowered with the knowledge 
and tools to visualize and quantify the value of a the potential outcome of an 
exploration and development resource project.

• Through a series of menu driven choices visualizers should be able to construct 
simplified imaginary deposits based on available information, assign it a 
plausible mining scenario with best guess capital and operating costs, and 
construct a discount rate based on intangible risks.

• Such a collection of numerical choices should be computationally run through 
the discounted cash flow equation to produce a net present value and internal 
rate of return number which constitutes the value of the project if it becomes 
reality as visualized by working its way through the entire exploration-
development cycle.

• Each visualizer “owns” the visualization and can change it at will in response to 
changed perception or new information published by the resource junior.

• There should be an online forum to which such visualizations can be posted, and 
where they can be aggregated and presented as a “wisdom of crowds” style 
consensus outcome visualization for each project. It should be visible to all.

• Company employees are forbidden from participating in this independent value 
visualization process which serves as a fundamentals based perceptual universe 
parallel to the corporation’s exploration universe and the market’s monetary 
universe.

The Solution to the Problem



• The retiring generation of geologists and mine engineers can be tapped as 
especially wise resource of visualizers who post under a pseudonym or real 
name and continue to be relevant to the capital allocation process for the 
discovery and development of mines.

• The retail public becomes very educated about how mine exploration and 
development functions, and thus better gamblers in the resource sector.

• When the algos blow into a stock, the resource junior will bend like a reed, 
snapping back to the externalized equilibrium price as fundamentals oriented 
speculators take advantage of flash crashes. They will also know to sell when 
the stock gets ahead of itself.

• The resiliency created by this system will also expose the fragility of weak 
resource juniors or projects, making the sector much more efficient at allocating 
capital to the task of creating new mineral wealth.

• It will expand the audience for the Canadian junior resource sector by two orders 
of magnitude.

• It will prevent the structural collapse of a great Canadian institution.

• It might even save a growing global economy from mineral based shortages. 

If we build thisM



Discounted Cash Flow Model: What is an orebody worth?

Annual Cash Flow
(1 + Discount Rate)n

Less Capital Cost 

n = year of cash
m = mine life (years of mining)

∑
m

n=1

Mine Supply Speculation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a 
Depleting Asset: A Mine is an Annuity



Note: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for each dream target column is calculated by multiplying the 
dream target value by the success chance. ie stage 4 dream target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50

$2,000$500$100100%Production9

$1,500-2,000$375-500$75-100175-100%Construction8

$1,000-1,500$250-375$50-751.3-250-75%Permitting, Marketing & 
Feasibility

7

$500-1,000$125-250$25-502-425-50%Prefeasibility6

$200-500$50-125$10-254-1010-25%Metallurgy5

$100-200$25-50$5-1010-205-10%Infill Drilling4

$50-100$12.5-25$2.5-520-402.5-5%Discovery Delineation3

$20-50$5-12.5$1-2.540-1001-2.5%Target Drilling2

$10-20$2.5-5<$1100-2000.5-1%Grassroots1

$2,000$500$100LeverageChance

Dream Target Fair Value Channels
($ Millions)

Success Probability

Exploration Cycle Stages

Rational Speculation Model – Uncertainty/Probability Ladder for Metal Projects



blank

blank

Good Speculative Value 
for $500 million 

outcome, fair value for 
$100 million outcome

Fair Speculative Value 
for $2 billion outcome, 

poor value for $500 
million outcome

The speculative 

value depends on 

the stage of the 

project, the value 

implied by the 

market, and the 

visualized outcome.
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